LIGHTING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR RENTERS
In addition to the lighting equipment indicated on the house plot, the following is also available to renters. Not all equipment may be available all of the time, so please check with house staff in advance.

A note about Specials
There are 47 Specials which are shown on the light plot in grey and on the Magic Sheet. Renters may re-focus / re-gel specials freely, without obligation to restore to House Focus. If you intend to adjust other instruments, please consult with house staff as you may incur a hefty fee.

MOVING LIGHTS (Incur additional cost to renter)
(2) ETC Revolutions FOH (21 colors, 3 rotating gobos, shutters)
(2) Vari-lite VL880s center 2nd electric
(2) Vari-lite VL770s Truss tops left and right downstage of proscenium

SPARE INSTRUMENTS
(1) ETC Source four 36° HP-575
(8) ETC Source four Par HP-575 (Lenses also included)
(8) Colortran 6" Fresnel 1kW BTR
(3) Colortran 8" Fresnel 1kW BVV
(2) Colortran 40° Ellipsoid FLK
(2) Colortran 30° Ellipsoid FLK
(4) Colortran 20° Ellipsoid FLK
(4) Chauvet Colorstrip Mini LED (DMX hookup /patch is responsibility of renter)
(2) ML-1000 Strobe “Mightylite”

OTHER
(6) FOR SIDELIGHT: Nine foot boom stands with two Colortran 40° Ellipsoid each (Mids and Shins). Please refer to house plot for layout. Prep of boom stands is the responsibility of renter
(4) 8’ four rung hanging ladders
(2) Extra nine foot boom stands
(20) 7.5” top Hats
(3) 10” barn Doors
(3) size "A" Gobo holders (Gobos not included)
(3) size "B" Gobo holders (Gobos not included)
(1) Sidearms
(1) F-100 Fog machine (Incurs additional cost to renter)
(1) DF-50 Hazer (Incurs additional cost to renter)
(2) Chauvet Geyser fogger/LED RGB machines (Incurs additional cost to renter)

A variety of 6’ and 4’ Sidearm / Dropdown pipes (ask for details)
A variety of twistlock extension cable and two/three/fers
A variety of Edison ↔ Twistlock converters, Power-con extension cables, DMX converters and cables
Please note that Paliku Theatre has no Stagepin receptacle adapters
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